
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of group product director. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for group product director

Collaborate with extended team to define new product capabilities to meet
future design challenges
Market research and monitoring/reporting on competitive activities
Establish regular meetings with Senior Business Leadership within PWM and
IWM to understand business priorities, their impacts on WM Operations,
conversely share relevant WM Operational strategies, enhancements
Partner with key stakeholders across WM Operations and other home office
areas (IT, Legal, Risk, ) to convey business needs, establish priorities and
manage performance of project deliveries on behalf of PWM/IWM
Partner with key WM Operations functions to increase the effectiveness and
efficiency of their support services for PWM/IWM through improvements to
each function coordination and communication between support and
business functions
Develop and oversee regularly scheduled assessments of WM Operations
support of PWM/IWM including KPIs, KRI?s, project status
Interacting effectively to develop effective solutions for ensuring product
availability
Track and analyze market, key competitors’ strengths and weaknesses, and
create and execute our marketing strategy for IoT platform and related
solutions
Engage with decision makers, industry influencers and business leaders of
existing and potential customers to drive awareness and early adoption of
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Establish sustainable, differentiated product positioning for global products,
that ladder up to corporate brand positioning

Qualifications for group product director

Motivation for Sales, Prospecting Skills, Selling to Customer Needs, Market
Knowledge, Customer Knowledge and Contacts, Presentation Skills, Meeting
Sales Objectives, Professionalism, custom IC implementation, simulation
MBA preferred and at least 10 years of experience in a combination of
custom IC design and sales
Good understanding of custom/analog and mixed signal design and
verification methodologies
Strong analytical, organizational, interpersonal, written and verbal skills
Ability to influence a broad group of Operations and Business Managers non-
managers
Drive sales growth through development of persuasive messaging, collateral,
effective training material and support webcasts, seminars, websites and
other customer facing assets that has a high positive brand impact


